"The idea of computers in
the fac~ry used to
scare the ~lights out of me.
Now I run one."
"Ifigured III get burned either way-computers show up and I getfired, or computers don't show
up and the plant closes down.
''But what happened is, they retooled the
plant and while that was going on they sent me to
school, to an IBM-sponsored course at the community college.
"Here are two things I learned. I learned a
new job that's better than my old one. And I learned
that our plant won't be boarded up any time soon:'
Yes, you can teach old factories new tricks,
and CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) is
one of them. CIM coordinates the manufacturing
process, from design to distribution, as a single
system. Needless to say, it can make our economy
more competitive.
And yes, we'll have to teach people some new
tricks, too. That's why IBM sponsors CIM education
for students and workers at over 70 colleges and
universities across America.
To learn more about CIM and IBM's commitment to CIM education, write
.:=®
to us at IBM, P.o. Box 3974,
:::..:
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Dept. 972, Peoria, IL 61614.
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FirstLine
New Faces and Old

A

magazine editor is like a cond uctor,
encouraging
one
theme, discouraging another,
ensuring a measure of coordination and perhaps a kind of vision. But
most of the creativity must come from
a wide community: the editors, the art
department, authors whose work appears and advisors whose work is less
obvious, the business department (making a work of imagination pay requires
imagination), and the owners, who put
the entire enterprise in motion. Several
changes have recently occurred in Technology Review's community.
Some
should improve the editorial content of
the magazine, while others will help
maintain a stable operation, and still
others simply mark the passing of time.
To make room in her day for three
young children, Nancy Cahners has
stepped down as design director after a
dozen years but continues part-time as
senior designer. Under her tenure, we
have won so many awards from the most
prestigious design organizations that
we've all lost track of the actual number.
Among Nancy's many skills is her ability to convince extraordinary artists to
accept our modest fees. One illustration
that took my breath away was the childlike drawing by Susan leVan of a red
hammer-and-sickle
of stars against a
black sky for our October 1987 cover
story, "What the Soviets Are Doing in
Space."
I'm delighted to announce that Kathleen Sayre has accepted the position of
design director. She has already run the
design department
during Nancy's
maternity leaves and did Technology
Review's handsome redesign that appeared last January. One of numerous
covers that have benefitted from her ingenuity was for May/June 1986. A list
read, from top to bottom: "Mercury, Venus, ::', Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, Pluto." Below the list: ,,(. Superpowers never resolved arms-treaty
verification." Kathy rescued this grim
humor from dreariness with a simple
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backdrop of unevenly spaced lines suggesting the planets' orbits.
Readers who have asked for a harder
technological edge to some articles will
appreciate the knowledge and perceptions of Herb Brody, who became a
senior editor here after many years at
High Technology and a couple at PC
Computing. His clear, engaging words
were evident in his article on "The Neural Computer" in August/September.
Also, after returning from a maternity
leave, Laura van Dam was promoted to
senior editor and put to work strengthening "MIT Reporter;' which readers
value as a window into the Institute.
That done, she started a new feature:
Our first photo essay, on the tunnel under the English Channel, ran in October, and one on archeological uses of
computers in Pompeii will follow in
January.
Dorothy Finnerty, our subscription
service manager, is moving to Florida.
For more years than anyone remembers,
she literally and figuratively turned the
lights on at Technology Review every
morning, and we don't know what we'll
do without her.
Finally, we reconstituted our former
Advisory Board as the Technology

From left to right: Herb Brody, Kathleen
Sayre, Laura van Dam, Dorothy Finnerty,
Nancy Cabners.
Review Board with more direct fiscal
responsibilty from our owner, the MIT
Alurnni/ae Association-and
several
former members will be missed. Robert
C. Cowen of The Christian Science Monitor has been advisor, columnist, and confidante of the magazine for two decades
and has contributed more to the magazine than I even know of. Fred Jerome of
the Scientists' Institute for Public Information has written for the magazineone remarkable piece examined the gag
order that the U.S. government issued on
information about Chernobyl-and
has
counseled me in particular. Like the students who could often be seen in the hallways clustered about Louis Menand, a
political scientist recently retired from
MIT, we will miss his wise advice. And
responsibilities as dean of the Sloan
School of Management have claimed
Lester
Thurow,
the well-known
economist, who first wrote for 'Technology Review in the mid-1970s and has
served on our board .•
JONATHAN

SCHLEFER

PHOTO: L BARRY HETHERINGTON

Asia

Series

You can do business in Japan
without shelling out a fortune.
fur many companies, the biggest
barrier to new markets has been the
cost of business trips. Restaurants can
be expensive, and even the smallest
accommodations may carry oversized
bills. Yetthose willing to be a little
adventurous will find that traveling
comfortably in Japan doesn't require
packing a suitcase full of yen.
Hop on the bus.
A $20 bus ride from Narita Airport
may not strike you as a bargain, but
compared to a $150 taxi, it is. The
buses marked "Airport Limousine"
stop at all the major hotels in Tokyo.
Sleep cheap.
Business hotels are a fairly new phenomenon. Catering primarily to

© 1990 Northwest Airlines, Inc.

Japanese businessmen, they're clean,
functional, and conveniently located.
Although vending machines replace
amenities like room service, at $40 to
$50 a night these hotels are a sound
investment. 1Womajor chains are the
Thkyu Inn (tel. 03/406-0109) and the
Washington (tel. 03/434-5211).
Food for naught.
It should come as no surprise that
you'll save money eating where the
locals eat. Good and reasonably
priced restaurants can be found in
department stores and the basements
of office buildings. At lunch, ask for
tesboku. It means special of the day,
and includes rice, miso soup, salad,
meat or fish, arid dessert-all for
around fivedollars. Ramenya and

sobaya (noodle shops) are perfect
places for a quick and tasty meal.
Northwest notes.
Since your time is money too, we
make it as quick and easy as possible for you to get to Japan, by
offering daily nonstops from the
most U.S.cities. So you can count on
arriving when you want, rested and
ready to do business. And we give
you something else no other U.S.
airline can: the knowledge, understanding and insight that comes from
over 40 years of helping people do
business in Asia. fur international
reservations, call your travel agent
or Northwest at 1-800-447-4747. To
find out more about doing business
in Asia, call 1-800-553-2215, ext. 183.

We're counting on Josh
to save the environment,
design a crash-proof car or simply
pilot a spacecraft to Mars.
Were counting on Josh, Tarn and Erik to
help improve our quality of life.They're
counting on the American school system to
help them realize their potential.
Unfortunately, too many kids graduate
from high school unable to read the
newspaper, write a letter or count their
change at the store.
America's ability to compete in business,
science and technology is at risk. Our future
depends upon resourceful, innovative,
well-educated people.
The responsibility does not rest solely with
the schools. The revitalization of our education
system requires a partnership among
businesses, community leaders, educators
and parents.

What Rockwell is doing.
Years ago, we realized that simply throwing
money at the schools wouldn't make them a
whole lot better. In the past decade, we have
backed up more than $ 50 million in employee

and corporate donations with equipment
and the personal involvement of our people.
Thday, Rockwell employees are voluntarily
participating in more than 200 programs
nationwide to inspire students from preschool
through graduate studies to believe in
themselves and strive for higher levels of
achievement.
We also encourage our own employees
to continue to pursue a dedicated program
of lifelong learning.
'

What you can do.
There are hundreds of ways you and your
company can encourage American innovation
and leadership through quality education.
For more information, simply write Rockwell,
p.o. Box 905, Dept. TRA, El Segundo, CA
90245-0905 for printed information created in
cooperation with the National Association of
Partners in Education (NAPE).

Emphasize Education. It'sour future.

Rockwell International
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I have read with great distress Jonathan
Schlefer's article "Children and Investment" (First Line, TR April 1990). Not
once does he mention birth control as
a way of helping children in crisis. His
article is reminiscent of the late 1940s
and early 1950s, when we were just
recovering from World War II and becoming aware of the problems indigenous to less-developed nations.
Have we learned nothing in the last 40
years about fertility rates and their impact on the welfare of new children? Mr.
SchIefer'ssolution is apparently to pour
money into already overpopulated
regions. He doesn't seem to understand
that such funds are likely to simply exacerbate difficulties in caseswhere an effective birth-control program has not
been established.
I fully agree that we should do all we
can to eradicate misery in the world. But
Mr. Schiefer needs to do more research
and less breast beating. I would ask that
he compare life-expectancy figures for
planned economies with those for free
economies. After all, the under-five
mortality rate is only part of the picture.
MARVIN L. BAKER
Houston, Tex.
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The author responds:

It's true that fast population growth can
make it harder to raise living standards.
However, although development agencies have been concerned about this
since the 1960s, foisting birth control on
Third World nations has done little
good. The current thinking is that if
parents are confident their children will
reach maturity, they may not feel compelled to have so many. Also, if children
are given better education, they become
an economic liability for more years, so
parents will want fewer. Of course, in
the long run the additional education
more than pays for itself.
One should note as well that economic gains and population growth can occur together, and there is evidence that
they tend to during early industrial development. The U.S. population experienced an enormous sustained
increase from 23 million in 1850 to 123

million in 1930, but the standard of living rose substantially at the same time.
My article did compare the lifeexpectancy in China (70) with that in India
(58). According to UNICEF's State of
the World's Children, Cuba (74) does
better than Latin American nations such
as Mexico (69) and Brazil (65).

MORE ON ASPARTAME ~
Data are available that negate most if
riot all the points StevenFarber raises as
causes for concern in "The Price of
Sweetness" (TR January 1990). First, he
states that aspartame "alters the composition of neurotransmitters;' that "a soda
sweetened with aspartame can change
the brain's chemistry." Yet published
research (some from my own laboratory) indicate that rats require enormous
doses of aspartame to experience even
marginal neurotransmitter effects. Furthermore, those effects would never occur in humans, because aspartame is
180 times sweeter than sugar and thus
would not be consumed in such large
amounts. Published human data clearly suggest that a soda containing aspartame will not in fact change the brain's
chemistry.
Farber also says that the neurotransmitter changes supposedly caused by
aspartame can "influence a person's
mood and diet or cause such neurologic problems as seizures or headaches."
Here he is assuming that the phenylalanine contained in aspartame will inhibit
a key enzyme (tyrosine hydroxylase) in
the synthesis of a particular neurotransmitter family (the catecholamines). But
published findings indicate that this is
not the case. Moreover, other data are
available to disprove the alleged association between aspartame and these neurologic problems: when reputed
aspartame-sensitive subjects don't know
they are consuming the sweetener, the
claimed effects do not occur.
Another weakness in Farber's article
lies in his discussion of people with
phenylketonuria,
who degrade
phenylalanine slowly. He implies that if
any of the estimated 10 million individuals who are carriers of this condition in-

